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ABSTRACT 

Translation in general is not an easy task because translators have to transfer grammar, words, style 

and sounds of the source text (ST) into the target text (TT). It is not only transferring these basic 

language components but also to find the closest and most appropriate equivalence in the target 

language (TL), which makes the mission of translators more difficult. 

The research in this project discusses and analyzes issues when translating a specialized text from 

English into Arabic and finds possible solutions to overcome these issues. It also shows how 

challenging the translation of specialized text is and how to tackle its problems, this is done by 

translating parts of the book, Places of the Soul; and this translation is appended at the end of this 

project. 

The rationale of choosing the book Places of the Soul written by Christopher Day, who is an 

architect, is due to the lack of translated books in the architecture field. The translation of this book 

will be of interest to architecture students, professors and those who are interested in architecture in 

general. This book, according to Barrie May, is "an inspiration to all those who care about the 

influence of the environment on man's health and well-being" (In the Cover Page of the Book 

Places of the Soul). Christopher Day mentions in his book how internal and external environment 

affect us all. In this research, two chapters of that book are translated: Chapter One "Architecture: 

does it matter?" and Chapter Four "Building for planetary health". These two chapters are chosen in 

particular because we, humans, always care about the appearance of buildings around us without 

caring if these buildings are suitable for the environment and our health or not. Thus, we have to 

care about buildings in which we live and work in order to have a planetary health to live on. 

This research consists of two chapters. The first chapter provides specific translation theories and 

methods. The second chapter discusses some of the main issues encountered in the process of 

translation and finds their possible solutions. 
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It is worth noting that the word 'the translator' in this research refers to a female translator, this is 

done in order to avoid the use of she or her in one's writing. Also, roman numerals have been used 

for end-notes in each translated chapter for reference, and Arabic numerals have been used for 

footnotes added as extra information to the TT. 
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Introduction 

Translation is a process of transferring every single component of a language from the ST into the 

TT. Thus, translation generally is not an easy task because translators face many obstacles when 

they attempt to convey a correct message and meaning of the ST. Moreover, translators have to find 

the closet equivalence of the ST in order to have a meaningful TT. 

The descriptive methodology has been followed in this research as it discusses and analysis issues 

encountered in translating a specialized text from English into Arabic, and provides their possible 

solutions to overcome these issues. 

The questions which the translator attempts to answer in this research are: how can translator deal 

with different issues encountered while translating a specialized text from English into Arabic? And 

how these issues can be solved? 

1. Structure of the Project

This research is divided into two main chapters: Chapter One is 'Literature Review' and Chapter 

Two is 'Issues in Translation and Their Possible Solutions'. The first chapter which is 'Literature 

Review' sheds light on a specific type of translation, namely technical translation. It provides an 

overall review of the definitions of translation, the importance of translation and typology of 

translation. Also, it includes some points which are related to technical translation and some of its 

aspects. The second chapter 'Issues in Translation and Their Possible Solutions' mainly analyzes the 

issues encountered when translating that specialized text from English and Arabic, and finds their 

possible solutions during the process of translation. There are many issues encountered while 

translating this text; however, the main four issues to be analyzed in this research are: equivalence 

above word level, grammatical equivalence, lexical equivalence and textual equivalence. At the end 
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of this research, there is a summary of what are approaches that have been used in order to solve the 

issues encountered while translating that specialized text. 

2. Overview of the Project

In this project, many translation theories and methods have been used in order to help the translator 

to overcome the issues occur in translating a specialized text from English into Arabic. It defines 

translation generally, discusses and analysis issues in translation and suggests different theories and 

methods. Then, it states the issues occur in the process of translation and finds their possible 

solutions. 

Semantic translation is one of the approaches adopted in translation. It means to make the TT as 

closely as possible to the semantic and stylistic structure of the ST. 

There are many reasons behind choosing the book Places of the Soul for this research, one of which 

is to translate specialized text (in architecture) from English into Arabic. Moreover, it is to learn 

how to handle a highly complicated text during the process of translation. 

3. Aims and Objectives

One of the objectives of this research is to test the translator's ability in the field of architecture. 

Also, it is to supplement the translator's basic linguistic competences with translation skills and 

knowledge in translation studies. 

4. The Author of the ST

Places of the Soul is a book written by the British writer, Christopher Day, who is an architect, a 

design consultant, self-builder and professor. He designs many buildings which are friendly to the 
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environment; all his designs are in line with the ecological principles of his books. Day has won 

many awards including Prince of Wales Award. 

5. Significance of the ST for People

The ST here consists of two chapters they are: the first and the fourth chapters of the book Places 

of the Soul. The first chapter "Architecture: does it matter?" is about how architecture and 

surroundings affect us. Day provides many examples in this chapter to illustrate the importance of 

architecture for us and our soul. Also, he mentions that architecture has a great effect on us, which it 

can make people feel ill or sad due to forms, spaces, shapes, lines and colors of a building or room. 

It is not only making people feel ill or sad, but it also makes them behave differently in different 

environments (2004: 2-4). 

In the fourth chapter "Building for planetary health", the author suggests ideas for protecting our 

environment by reducing the use of energy in different ways. He focuses on establishing buildings 

that use less energy and to be eco-friendliness; his goal is to have a healthy environment and planet 

by building architecture of healing and places of the soul which is what the title of the book 

indicates. 

6. The Role of the Translator

The translator in general must have linguistic skills in the TL and knowledge about it in order to 

convey the message and meaning of the ST correctly. Also, the translator has to overcome issues 

that occur during translation from one language into another by finding best and most appropriate 

equivalences in the TT. 
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7. The Use of Dictionaries and Machine Translations

Using dictionaries in translation, though extremely useful, can be rather confusing, particularly 

when checking polysemous words; as they did not provide the exact meaning of a word in a certain 

context. The use of a word is different from one text into another. For this reason, dictionaries 

weather general or specialized dictionaries are considered sometimes unhelpful when providing 

many synonyms for a particular word. 

Many people depend on many machine translations such as Google translation and think that there 

is no need for translators to translate any text. They think that these machines help them to 

understand the meaning of a text in general quickly rather than wasting time in producing a 

meaningful one. They depend on them because they are fast and fulfill their needs. They may give 

one meaning of a word but when it comes to idioms or cultural and religious items, the use of those 

machines can be useless. This is one of the major differences between human translation and 

machine translations. 
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Chapter One: Literature Review 

This chapter sheds light on technical translation and how translators can deal with it when 

translating specialized texts from English into Arabic. The chapter starts with an overall review of 

the definition of translation, the importance of translation and translation typology. Then it goes to 

discuss technical translation in general along with some of its aspects, and it goes to discuss 

scientific translation as it differs from technical translation. At the end of this chapter, some points 

are discussed relating to issues in translation. 

1.1 Definition of Translation in General 

Translation has been defined by many scholars; however, each one defines it differently in his or 

her own way. Hence, all the definitions of translation are related somehow to each other. Jeremy 

Munday in his book Introducing Translation Studies maintains, 

The term translation itself has several meanings: it can refer to the general subject 
field, the product (the text that has been translated) or the process (the act of 
producing the translation, otherwise known as translating). The process of 

translation between two different written languages involves the translator changing 
an original written text (the source text or ST) in the original verbal language (the 
source language or SL) into a written text (the target text or TT) in a different 
verbal language (the target language or TL) (2001 :4-5). [Emphasis in origina[J 

Translation, according to Hasan Ghazala (2008), is defined as the whole processes of transferring 

the meaning of the ST into that of the TT as closely as possible (1). It also defines as "rendering the 

meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the text" (Peter 

Newmark, 1988: 5). Translation is "the replacement of a text in the source language by a 

semantically and pragmatically equivalent text in the target language" (Juliane House, 1981 :29-30). 

All these definitions lead to the same point that translation is reforming and transferring the basic 

language component which is the meaning of the ST into a similar meaning in the TT. It is not only 
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transferring meaning but also finding the closest and most appropriate equivalence in the TL in 

order to have a meaningful text. 

1.2 Importance of Translation 

Translation is very important because all civilizations are sharing knowledge and cultures through 

it, "translation is an opening window between civilizations for learning, understanding and 

appreciating" (Abubaker Bagader, 2012). Also, it is a way to connect the world with each other. 

Anna Bernacka writes, "Translation can act as a 'bridge' between the global north and the global 

south" (2012: 113-8). Actually, translation provides us the opportunity to open windows to 

thousands of languages and cultures that are existed in this world. 

1.3 Translation Typology 

According to Mohamed Mehrach (2003), translation has been classified as 'literal translation' and 

'fre e translation' in Classical Antiquity (12). Literal translation means to translate the actual 

meaning of words or expressions in a context as closely as possible. On the other hand, free 

translation means to translate the text freely without translating every single word of a text 

(Ghazala, 2008:9-12). 

In Medieval Europe, translation has been classified into two types: 'vertical translation' and 

'horizontal translation'. Vertical translation is to translate "from a language of higher prestige into 

o ne of lower value"; whereas, horizontal translation is the translation that occurs "between two

languages of equal or similar status" (Mehrach, 2003: 12). 

Jeremy Munday (2001) mention Jakobson's classification of translation into three types: 

'intralingual translation' or 'rewording' which is defined as "an interpretation of verbal signs by 
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means of other signs of the same language". The second type of translation, according to Jakobson, 

is 'interlingual translation' or 'translation proper', which is "an interpretation of verbal signs by 

means of some other language". The third type is 'intersemiotic translation' or 'transmutation' which 

is described as "an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of non- verbal sign system" 

(qtd.in Munday, 2001 :5). 

John Catford, however, classifies proper translation into two types. The first type is 'full translation' 

which is defined as a transfer of all the SL text components into the TL text. The second one is 

'partial translation' "which consists of keeping some parts of the SLT in their original form" (qtd.in 

Mehrach, 2003: 12). 

Another author Peter Newmark categorizes translation into two types: 'semantic translation' and 

'communicative translation'. Semantic translation is "to render, as closely as the semantic and 

syntactic structures of the second language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original" 

(qtd.in Mehrach, 2003: 12). Nevertheless, communicative translation is defined as rendering of "the 

meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the text", not as it could 

be understood and accepted by the reader" (Boris Hlebec, 1989: 130). 

In this project, the translator has adopted semantic translation in order to make the similar 

contextual meaning of the ST. 

Now, this chapter will discuss technical translation along with some of its aspects. 

1.4 Technical Translation 

Technical translation is a special type of translation which deals with scientific and technical texts, 

"technical translation deals with texts on subjects based on applied knowledge from the natural 

sciences" (Jody Byrne, 2006:3). It is described as a "communicative process, or rather, a service 
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pr ovided on behalf of someone else for a particular purpose and within a particular situation and 

environment" (2006:23). In general technical translation includes many fields such as medical, 

scientific, business, economics, legal, finance and engineering. It is considered as the most difficult 

and c omplex type of translation because it has its own terminology, style and structure. The 

following headings discuss some aspects in technical translation such as terminology and style. 

1.4.1 Technical Translation and Terminology 

Any text which has specific terminology in any technological field does not mean that it must be 

classified as a technical text, "a field or subject area has unique or specialized terminology does not 

make it technical" (Byrne, 2006:3). Thus, technical translation is not about the terminology of the 

ST due to the fact that the terminology in any technical or scientific field, according to Byrne 

(2006), is prominent and all types of dictionaries whether are general or specialized are not 

necessary (3-4). This means that translators do not have to spend more time and effort to find 

specialized dictionaries in order to pick up the meaning of the terminology in the TT; conveying the 

message and transferring meaning from the SLT into the TLT are more important than terminology 

itself. 

1.4.2 Technical Translation and Style 

Style is considered one of the problems which translators face when translating from one language 

into another. It is considered as part of meaning because a change in style leads to a change in 

meaning. Thus, translators have to pay more attention to the style of different types of texts in order 

to transfer and convey their meaning correctly. Style in technical translation is one of its most 

important components, 
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Ifwe regard style as the way we write things, the words we choose and the way we construct 
sentences, then style is equally, if not more, important in technical translation than in other 
areas because it is there for a reason, not simply for artistic or entertainment reasons (Byrne, 
2006:4). [Emphasis in original] 

Therefore, the translator has to pay attention to the style of the ST because it is the most important 

component of a text. 

1.5 The Role of Translator in Translating Technical Texts 

All what a translators needs in order to be a good scientific or technical translator is to have enough 

knowledge about the subject area and have excellent skills in research and writing. The essential 

areas of expertise for technical translators are, according to Byrne (2006), 

• Subject knowledge,

• Writing skills,

• Research skills,

• Knowledge of genres and text types,
• Pedagogical skills (6).

Therefore, translators are responsible to transfer the meaning of the ST correctly in order to avoid 

being misunderstood by target readers (TRs), especially texts which explain, for instance, steps or 

processes of running an electrical machine - as in a little brochure or an instruction manual. 

1.6 Scientific Translation and Technical Translation 

However, some scholars differentiate between scientific translation and technical translation, "the 

differentiation between scientific and technical translation is [ ... ] acknowledged by the information 

sciences" (Byrne, 2006:8). According to Byrne, technical translation and scientific translation deal 

with complicated a scientific subject matter. Technical translation emphasizes on the message or 

purpose of content of a technical text. Mona Baker in her book In other Words states, 
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Even though scientific translation is underrepresented in translation studies, there has 
been some historical research which takes scientific and technical texts as a basis for 
in depth theoretical reflection on the role of translation (1992:247). 

Thus, the translator role is to convey meaning and message of the ST. Moreover, the translator has 

to be able to deal with the problems encountered when translating a scientific text from one 

language into another. Some problems potentially faced during the process of translating are: 

Addition, Translation Shifts and Translation of Punctuation Marks. 

1.7 Addition 

Translators sometimes need to add extra information to the TT in order to make sure that all 

information of the ST is completely and clearly conveyed. The extra information can be added to 

the TT when it is needed to help TRs to understand all the information in the technical text. This 

information sometimes cannot be added within the text; therefor they should be added as footnotes 

or endnotes (Ghazala, 2008:209). 

1.8 Translation Shifts 

Catford (2000) classifies translation shifts into two types: 'shift of level' and 'shift of category'. Shift 

of level is "expressed by grammar in one language and lexis in another". The second type, the shift 

of category, is classified into four kinds. The first one is related to 'structural shifts' which are 

considered as "the most common form of shift and [ ... ] involve mostly a shift in grammatical 

structure". 'Class shifts' - which are a change in the word class - are of the second kind in the shift 

of category and are related to changing parts of speech (verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs) from 

one language to another. The third kind is related to 'unit shift or 'rank shifts' which are described as 

"the translation equivalent in the TL", and therefore are a different rank to the SL". Catford points 

out, "rank here refers to the historical linguistic units of sentence, clause, group, word and 
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morpheme" (2000: 141-7). The fourth one in the shift of category is related to 'intra-system shifts' 

which are shifts when processing the SL and TL nearly equivalent systems (2000: 141-7). 

1.9 Translation of Punctuation Marks 

Punctuation marks are the comma, the semi-colon, the colon, the full stop, the dash, the brackets, 

the quotation marks, the question mark and the exclamation mark. They are "graphological, 

grammatical and stylistic tools which are used to have meaning and perform particular functions in 

writing" (Ghazala, 2008:272). All these marks cause problems in translation because they affect the 

meaning of a text. Thus, translators have to pay attention to them while translating from English 

int o Arabic and vice versa. Ghazala maintains in Translation as Problems and Solutions, 

English uses punctuation systematically and emphatically in writing as part and 
parcel of the structure and meaning of any piece of language. However, in Arabic, 
punctuation is considered as ornamentation, neither more nor less, and is, therefore, 
disregarded, sometimes completely (2008:272). 

This means that punctuation marks are important and translators have to take them into 

consideration in order to produce the TT correctly grammatically and stylistically. 

The following chapter describes and analyzes the issues which occur when translating from English 

into Arabic. Also, it provides some approaches which have been used to solve these issues in order 

to produce a meaningful text. 
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Chapter Two: Issues in Translation and Their Possible Solutions 

Issues in translation are problems which arise while translating from English into Arabic and vice 

versa. They are the problems which force translators to stop translation in order to think or rethink 

due to specific terms, expressions, styles and grammar of the ST. Moreover, they force translators 

sometimes to step away from a text for hours or maybe for days because of obstacles which they 

face during the process of translation. This chapter describes and analyzes the problems 

encountered when translating a specialized text from English into Arabic, and then finds possible 

solutions to overcome these problems. The chapter mainly focuses on four major problems which 

are: equivalence above word level, grammatical equivalence, lexical equivalence and textual 

equivalence. The problems here are arranged alphabetically. 

2.1 Equivalence above Word Level 

Mona Baker writes, 

... words rarely occur on their own; they almost always occur in the company of other 
words. But words are not strung together at random in any language; there are always 
restrictions on the way they can be combined to convey meaning (1992: 46). 

2.1.1 Idioms 

Idioms are "frozen patterns of language which allow little or no variation in form and [ ... ] often 

carry meanings which cannot be deduced from their individual components" (Baker, 1992:63). The 

problems which arise when translating idioms are related to two major issues: The first one is the 

translators' ability in distinguishing idioms of the ST. The second issue is obstacles in conveying the 

meanings of the idioms in the TT (1992:65). Baker in her book In Other Words states, 

Some idioms are 'misleading'; they seem transparent because they offer a reasonable literal 
interpretation and their idiomatic meanings are not necessarily signaled in the surrounding 
text. A large number of idioms in English, and probably all languages, have both a literal 
and an idiomatic meaning (1992:66). 
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The translator has to be careful when translating idioms because the translator might translates them 

incorrectly, and therefore fail to give their right meaning. Here is an example which illustrates this 

issue: 

ST TT 

This book IS illustrated with .. \�\ � �\ ".)..,...- � �t.:;Sj\ ,� � .)1-; 
photographs. They are incomplete 0 .)�1 09 c.ii �l ��1..,.., �lS fa. � .J4-:il tj fa

and inadequate fragments of . ;;4.:..-I I .s� .. li,ill y\ � .his "-;faLl t ti.. 'i � 
experience, for architecture is for

much more than the eyes. It is for 

life. [My emphasis} 

The phrase 'for much more than the eyes' seems like the well-known idiom in English which is 

'there is more than meets the eye'. This phrase has both literal and idiomatic meanings. The most 

appropriate meaning for it is �_);,w tti..'! as it conveys the meaning of the ST more accurately. But 

the idiomatic meaning of the phrase 'there is more than meets the eye' is �i ulS � t......,; this latter 

meaning is inappropriate in this context here. 

The phrase 'for life' has the same issue. The denotative meaning (the surface meaning) of this phrase 

is·�- But the collocation in the TT or the connotation meaning (the hidden or implied meaning) 

of the phrase is ;;4.:..-11 .s� .. li,ill which is the best equivalence of the phrase. The translator should be 

more careful when translating such idioms so as not to translate their message incorrectly. 

2.2 Grammatical Equivalence 

Grammar, according to Baker ( 1992), is the rule or structure that determines how words, phrases 

and clauses are combined in a language. Every language has its own rule, structure and style. 

Translators face problems in translation due to differences between languages. One of these 

problems relating to grammatical equivalence is gender. 
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2.2.1 Gender 

Gender can be described as "a noun or pronoun is classified as either masculine or feminine in some 

languages" (Baker, 1992:90). It causes problems for translators while translating from English into 

Arabic and vice versa. In Arabic, gender differences are reflected in nouns and pronouns as well as 

adjectives. "Arabic has different forms for 'you', depending on whether the person or persons 

addressed is/are male or female" (1992:91). The pronoun 'you' in the ST, Baker's points out, it 

ca uses a problem while translating it into Arabic. In Arabic, there is a distinction between the 

masculine and feminine for the pronoun 'you', but in English the pronoun 'you' can be used to 

address both male, female as well as a group of people. Here is an example which illustrates the 

issue of gender in the TT: 

ST 

Opposite: Whether you like this or 
not, this is not architecture. It lS a 

photograph of a building. [My 
emphasis] 

TT 

) �4"cl Jui �I_,...,� o..J_,...... � :�ti.JI�\ � o..J.�\ 
L �Ls�y �11· · "J.Lbcl�� . _ _) - . � -· -· - -

In the above example, the author uses the pronoun 'you' to address all male and female readers in 

the ST. Nevertheless, the translator has translated it as �4-cl which refers to male in order to 

address male and female readers in the TT as in Arabic Language addresses male to include both 

male and female. 

2.2.2 Translation Shifts 

As discussed earlier in the previous chapter, translation shifts are classified into two types: 'shift of 

level' and 'shift of category'. 'Shift of level' is "expressed by grammar in one language and lexis in 

another". The second type, the shift of category, is classified into four kinds: structural shifts, class 
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shifts, unit shift or rank shift and intra-system shifts (John Catford, 2000: 141-7). Translation shift is 

considered one of the problems which translators face while translating from English into Arabic 

and vice versa. Here only class shifts are discussed. 

2.2.2.1 Class shifts 

Class shifts, also known as a change of the word class, are related to changing parts of speech 

which are: verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs from one language into another. Here is a good 

example which shows the shifting in the word class from verb in the ST to noun in the TT: 

ST 

Even supermarkets, despite uninviting 
shed-like interiors, use lighting, sign 
and display colours and background 
music to subtly .... [My emphasis] 

TT 

· · : � . .:. ,_ t\ · , . t� 1� · Li.JI · I -
.).)2-J • ..r--a _)!=- � �.) y;. lJ � J 

wlli)IJ\J o��)'I el�\ J::::L>.. L>" �1�1 o}.:i! 
w� �_,.JI J.2;,;;J ul)'ll ifa.JCJ 

·--�

The word 'use' is a verb in the ST. The translator has overcome this problem by shifting the class of 

the word from verb to noun. The translator has translated the verb 'use' which has been translate as 

tl.i:..:i...l, is shifted into a noun in the TT in order to make it more easier to understand for the Arabic 

readers. 

2.2.3 Word Order 

Each language has its own structure. Baker writes, "Languages vary in the extent to which they rely 

on word order to signal the relationship between elements in the clause" (1992: 109). Word order is 

considered very important in translation because a change in the word order leads to a change in 

meaning. "Word order is extremely important in translation because it plays a major role in 
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maintaining a coherent point of view and in orienting message at text level" (1992: 110). Thus, 

translators have to place subjects or nouns in their correct positions to avoid conveying the message 

of the ST incorrectly while translating from English into Arabic and vice versa. English structure 

follows this order: subject-verb-object; however, Arabic structure follows two different orders: 

subject-verb-object and verb-subject-object that is the nominal and verbal sentences. The 

differences between the two languages cause a problem in translation because translators have to 

follow the structure of the TL in order to produce a text correctly from its grammar aspect. The 

following example clarifies this issue: 

ST 

Buildings are the single biggest energy 
users. [My emphasis] 

TT 

4-!"1.hll ts�I wLl.WI .fi.1 .l:..I ·w, �
. . �-

In the above example, the translator has started with the Arabic verb 'to be' first and then the subject 

'buildings' in order to follow the Arabic structure of the verbal sentence as it is the most common 

style of Arabic; whilst the ST starts with a subject and then a verb. 

2.3 Lexical Equivalence 

2.3.1 Acronyms 

Acronyms are the "shortening of words into their first letters which are usually capitalized" 

(Ghazal a, 2008: 186). Acronyms in general cause a problem for translators when translating them 

from English into Arabic. Only with some research one can know what a specific acronym means. 

For example, 
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ST TT 

NMB 

In the above example, the ST acronym (NMB) is National Microfinance Bank, so its equivalent in 

Arabic is certainly (� rl u)) o�I t:!.Jt....:..JI J.!...,.a:il �_,11 �'- So, such a problem can only be saved 

through research and not to translate the acronym without giving the full name. 

2.3.2 Addition 

Specialized texts might require adding extra information in the TT while translating them. The 

translator adds such information to the TT in order to convey all information of the ST completely 

and clearly. The additional information can be added as discussed earlier either in the form of a 

footnote or an endnote (Ghazala, 2008: 209).Here are some examples, 

Example ST 
Number 

Zero-energy houses 

Chartres Cathedral 

2 

TT 

-�'ii � <4..91.JJI � 'i J ·u..� . .) 

Footnote: 
�I LJA �

/'
��I �4,JI c...i..::a _,l r'\.c � .Y' 

.4_,i,.., � )� uY.fal w�IJ �1.JJI 

jy )...;;, �I .J.l.11.S 

Footnote: 

u_;ll J)G.. �).�.} ,-,1;! �' �_,ill .::.i�I.J.l.11.Sll �JI LJA � 
�1 � �I.ft� .nll . . .); . J _jy)...;;, �.lA.} �J ,_y::.c. �WI 

· L;.. · 4-killl �Li · . 
"liiALi · _Jill � _,ill uill lS�I....a

.) .)J � ' .J - . � lj.J 
= � �L:.:.. � �Li W � � o__;Al)I �1...:...'· 
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This addition, however, is optional and can be included in a footnote to clarify an expression which 

might be ambiguous if left unexplained in the TT. 

2.3.3 Polysemy 

According to Ghazala (2008), polysemy has been defined as a word which has several meanings, 

"Many polysemous words have a common meaning each, which is more popular and known than 

other meanings [ ... and is] called 'core' or central meaning" (2008: 98). [Emphasis in origina[J 

Polysemy causes a problem for the translator when translating a particular word which has many 

meanings. And it is confusing as to see which meaning is the most appropriate. Choosing the best 

equivalence of a polysemous word depends on understanding the meaning and context of the ST. 

Here are few examples which illustrate the polysemy issue: 

Example ST 
Number 

The argument continues that it IS

better to have a good teacher (or 
craftsman, parent, designer, manager, 
etc.) in an ugly shed, barrack, pre-fab, 
tower-block flat, etc. than a poor one 

1 
in a beautiful room. [My emphasis] 

Being cheated doesn't feel good - and 
breeds disrespect. [My emphasis] 

Air-conditioned buildings aren't good 

to live or work in. [My emphasis] 

18 

TT 

_,I) AL>".J� � L)� 04 Jl�I �-' 
..>.!� _,i � _,I o..i.11_,; ..i.11_, _,I � � 

• - t • • 

� � _,I � � _,I tfi � � (� ..J:!C _,I 

�I lA..J:!C_, ������_,I ..JA4-
� -. ! . � -· . 
. - • -1.! .JC '-F � � ..l _>9 0-a 

� ..i.I�_, � Ji:. ts_,L, � Jii-11 . I (..), 

·? I _fa,.)' I 

�l-*11 w� � t..f_i=:J �I �4-,11 � 'l 
4-:!9 J-_11 i � W)U. . - J - --



Architects tend to think architecture 
matters. Not everyone else does. To 
many people buildings are expensive, 
but not very interesting. It's what goes 

4 on inside them that matters.[My
emphasis] 

. _µ1 _)I .,r � ' U.J:!.Jl.....L.J I u..,...,�, �
JS. � y <Ui �J !o .Jt-.11 09 �i />!) 
.ll�� -w,� � . . t..r. �1 . -�

. � c,r�
W.,.)1..1 • �, w...ul � � ull .r' ' _>.!,lA � .J U" (.)A 

� �4,JI 211:i J;,..b � � W .i _;:'.iS
-�

The first three examples above show the variations of the word 'good' throughout the text. The word 

'good' in these examples cannot be translated it literally as �- In Example ( 1 ), if the word 'good' is 

to be translated as �' it will sound weird in Arabic because Arabic speakers do not use the word 

� in describing persons; they use this word to describe food or place but not humans. The 

translator might then find a better, perhaps more appropriate equivalent such as y\L. which fits the 

cont ext well. The same case in Examples (2) and (3) the word 'good' cannot be translated it literally 

as � since there are many equivalences for it which are more appropriate to use in the TT. 

In Example ( 4), another issue the translator faces is translating the word 'matter' which has been 

used three times through the ST; it is used once in the title of the chapter which is 'Architecture: 

does it matter?' and then used twice in the introductory paragraph of the chapter. This word is also 

polysemous and here means 'significance' in this context, hence the title of the chapter is translated 

as "f&...� J.,. :•.Jt-.11 09" . The word 'matters' is the essence of the chapter (and it is written in italic 

in the title to prove that). The translator therefore needs to be consistent, and should use that 

equivalent throughout the TT. 
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2.4 Textual Equivalence 

2.4.1 Cohesion 

Cohesion is the first standard of textuality, "Cohesion is the network of lexical, grammatical, and 

other relations which provide links between various parts of a text" (Baker, 1992: 180). According 

to Baker (1992), the relations between elements of a sentence organize and create a text in which 

readers need to understand words and expressions by reference to other words and expressions in 

surrounding sentences and paragraphs (181 ). The cohesive devices in English as Halliday and 

Hasan identify them are: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion 

(1992: 180). For example, Reference, which is related to semantics relationship between words in a 

text, has three types: The first one is anaphoric (backward) reference, the second one is cataphoric 

(forward) reference and the last type is co-reference. Thus, cohesion in general is related to syntax, 

lexical and semantic equivalent at the word and sentence level. 

2.4.2 Coherence 

Coherence is the second standard of textuality according to De Beaugrande (1981 :4). Also, Baker 

states, "Coherence is a network of relations which organize and create a text" (1992: 218). It 

concerns with the way how stretches of a language are connected to each other (218). The translator 

has to pay attention to the elements of a text while translating it because any coherent text is "a 

result of interaction between knowledge presented in the text and the readers' own knowledge and 

experience of the world" (1992: 219). Here are some examples which illustrate this issue in 

translation: 
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Example ST 
Number 

When staff moved into the NMB bank 
headquarters by Alberts and Van Huut, 
however, absenteeism declined and 

1 productivity increased also around 15 
percent. [My emphasis]

2 Buildings modify climate to keep us 
warm or cool. [My emphasis]

TT 

W>.JI W'il J� ., I LJLi.11 � .::.J�� -1::: t;!::_.)_J ·� • 

ufo ..,.JI �\ L..l.ic W4 15 Jly,.. .)) 
� 4.2·u.2\)I wl_;...11 _)) J\:i,JI � _)c 
( I · I) o �\ L::..J\ <.1� � }I 

� (', L), , t;:.J , 

. .:.i y. ul.9 _., (Y'J �i � 1.....l1.:

Li.it....:..\ '' ' 4,hl..i . ,ell ·W\ J..l...::i. �� � . '-.r· .
_o..i).� _.,I �1..i 

In the above examples, the translator has tried to make the text more coherent in the TT. In Example 

(!), the translator has added some words to the TT. For instance, in the clause 'absenteeism 

declined'; the word 'rate' � is added for clarity in order to make the clause more coherent. The 

same can be said about the second part of the first example; the translator has added the word J..i

'rate' for the same purpose. In Example (2), the translator has added the phrase 4-b,.l..i.} in the TT to 

convey the intended idea of the ST clearly. 

All these approaches are used to provide appropriate equivalents in the TT. The following chapter 

ofthis project is the conclusion which will show the result of the research and see if it has answered 

all its questions. 
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Conclusion 

As we have seen, translation has been defined by many scholars such as Munday, Ghazala and 

Newmark in the Literature Review as reforming and transferring the basic language component 

which is the meaning of the ST into a similar meaning in the TT. It is not only transferring the 

meaning but also to find the closest and most appropriate equivalence in the TL, which makes the 

mission of translators more difficult. 

Many translation theories have been implemented in this research in order to help the translator 

overcome issues which have been encountered during the process of translation. For idioms, one 

might use Baker's theory in dealing with idioms as they have both literal and idiomatic meanings 

(1992: 66). 

The gender issue - which goes under grammatical equivalence - has many forms in Arabic; also the 

use of pronouns is no less problematic, such as the pronoun 'you' when addressing both male and 

female. Baker's method might be a useful one (1992: 91) to overcome the issue of gender in Arabic 

language. Another issue which has been encountered is relating to grammatical equivalence and 

translation shifts. Here Catford's classification of shift of category is used to help the translator to 

deal with class shifts as the translator should change parts of speech or word class; verbs in the ST 

have sometimes been transferred into nouns in the TT. Word order is also problematic in 

translation; one needs to consider Baker's theory, because languages rely on word order in which 

each single component has the relationship between elements in a clause (1992: 109). 

Acronyms in the ST are yet another problem that might be difficult to solve; but this issue can be 

dealt with by searching for the acronym's full version in order to find its appropriate equivalence in 

the TT. Addition is another issue which is related to lexical equivalence. Ghazala mentions how the 

information can be added to the TT, only when it is urgently required. He provides few methods 

which the translator can adopt one of which is adding extra information in the form of a footnote or 
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an end note (2008:209). The additional information should be added to the TT, because such 

additional information is essential to the TRs, and to make sure that the massage of the ST is 

completely conveyed. With the polysemy issue, no specific theory is followed but the polysemous 

word must be understood fully in its context in order to choice its most appropriate equivalent when 

transla ting it. 

With coherence, one can follow Baker's theory by applying readers' own knowledge and experience 

of the world ( 1992 :219). The translator should add some words to the TT in order to make it more 

coherent. 

The role of the translator in this research is to solve any issues encountered when translating a 

specialized text from English into Arabic. Following the theories mentioned above has helped in 

providing the best solution for any issues encountered no matter what type of text it is, and also 

helped the translator to find solutions for some difficulties in translation. 

Indeed, technical translation is complex and challenging compared to other types of translation. 

This research has proved to be useful to any translator in the field of architecture, because it shows 

how the translator can deal with specialized texts and how to overcome the problems encountered 

when translating these texts from English into Arabic. This research is a good starting point for the 

transla t or who wants to work on such texts. 
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English Source Text: Places of the Soul 
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Chapter 1

)4-rcfiitecture: does it matter? 

Opposzte: 'vi!fzetfzer you Ekg tli.is or not, 
tftis is not arcli.itecture. It is a pfzotograpli 
of a Guiufing. JI. semantic distinction? On 
tfze contrary. One is a static view, cfzosen 
Gy someone efse, freezing a transient 
moment of [igli.t, season, weatfier, 
approacfi, (ife, etc. %e otfier is, inj{uences, 
or is an interrefating part of, our tota[ 
pliysica( surroundings: fikg tfze pfzotograpfi, 
its effects e�end 6eyond tfie pliysica[ to 
toucfi our feefings. Pliotograpfzs focus our 
attention Gut fet us ignore contcct. 
}l.rcliitecture, fzowever, is tfi.e frame in 
wfiicfi. we Eve. We don't just fooftat 
arcliitecture, we five in it. 

rrTi.is 600ft is i{{ustratea witfz 
pfiotograpfzs. %ey are incomp[ete and 
inadequate fragments of expen"ence, for 
arcliitecture is for mucfz more tlian tfie 
eyes. It is for [ife. }f.nd tfzat is wliy it's 
sucfi a powerfu[ too[ - often devastating, 
Gut potentia[(y fzea[tfi-giving. 

Pfiotograpfzs are sefective. :Most peopfe 's 
interest is in tfie peopfe, wfiereas arcliitects 
tend to concentrate on 6uiufings - often 
witliout any ft.int of occupancy. ttrtlfiife, to 
avoid intrusion, many of tfzese pliotograpfzs 
sliow empty rooms, try to imagine tfiem in 
use for tfieir specific fu.nctzons. 

Architect tend to think architecture 
matters. ot everyone else does. To 
many people buildings are expensive, 
bur not very interesting. It's what goes 
on inside them that marcers. 

T he argument continues that it is 
better to have a good teacher (or crafts
man, parent, designer, manager, ere.) in 
an ugly shed, barrack, pre-fab, cower
block flat, ere. than a poor one in a 
beautiful room. Bur few of us are excep
tionally good or exceptionally hopeless; 
we are middling and need support. So, 
how supportive is the barrack to a 
middling reacher? Ultimately, how good 
is rhe teaching? 

How much is good design worth? 
Research suggests it increases land value 
by 15 per cent, 1 but monetary cosr and 
soul benefit are less easily compared. 
When staff moved into the NMB bank 
headquarters by Alberts and Van Huuc, 
however, absenteeism declined and 
productivity increased also around 15 
per cent. A study on hospitals found 
improved environment reduced treat
ment times by 21 per cent and class A 
analgesic use by 59 per cent - major cost 
savings!2 Roger Ulrich, whose 1984 

1 
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studies correlating patient view and 
recovery rnne pioneered this field, 
considers every tree leaf visible from a 
hospital window 'worth its weight in 
gold' .3 Ocher projects which prioritize 
occupant well-being have found similar 
improvements. What chis means for 
commercial buildings, where some 80 
per cent of costs are staff salaries, is that 
a mere 6. 5 per cent productivity increase 
would justify a building four times as 

• 4 expensive.
Children behave differently in differ

ent environments. Even mature adults 
feel, think and act differently in different 
surroundings; though their actions may 
be under more conscious conrrol, their 
world outlook, sensitivities and thought 
mobility are influenced. I sometimes 
wonder what sort of qualities and sensi
tivities my work would have if I worked 
in a different office - perhaps a harsh, 
rectangular, smooth-surfaced, evenly lit, 
glossy one such as many architects work 
1n. 

Many people believe chat artistic 
ability is a matter of inborn genius, but 
I am convinced chat the main factor is 
commitment. Likewise, aesthetics is 
much less a function of money than of 
care, but care costs time. In a world 
where time means money, the less care 
put into buildings - in design, construc
tion and use - the cheaper they will be, 
but as few people want cheap-looking 
buildings, deceptive appearance, from 
brick facings and cardboard structured 
doors, ro glossy fronts and cur-price 
rears, is now commonplace. So are 
sterile spaces which depend on cosmetic 
surface, mood-manipulative lighting or 
contents to make chem habitable. 
Deceptive appearance inadequately 
screens the primacy of profit over care. 
Being cheated doesn't feel good - and 
breeds disrespect. It also does active 
harm, for children grow up and learn -

2 
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It is no wontfer that pfaces fl� tliis fzave 
6ecome notorious for tlieir crime rate. 'Tne 
issue is fess that of easy opportunity, 6ut 

of face[ess, tfepersorza[izea, uncaring, 
insensitive harsliness. 



from their surroundings as well as from 
people - the value that ,viU support 
rhem in later life. 

A lot of people complain abour 
modern architecture. They complain 
about performance aspects of old build
ings (like dampness) bur abouc environ

mental aspects of new ones (like 
anonymity). Other than architects, fo,v 
people think about architecture, bur 
many feel ir. It i those who don't that 
I feel sad for, for their aesthetic feelings 
have been blunted, even obliterated -
and architecture must carry much of the 
blame. 

\Xfe all know that 'other people' rend 
to be negative, critical and opinionated, 
often identifying things unfairly and 
condemning them unjustly. Ir was an 
eye-opener to me rn experience positive 
feelings from unexpected people when, 
about 1973, I built a house. All sores of 
people, pas ing by, asked rn look and 
commented in terms of real appreciation. 
They were farmers, carpenters, factory 
workers, postmen and the like - many of 
whom lived in, wished ro live in, or built, 
bungalm,·s. I realized that many people 
choose those sort of building because 
that's the only choice they can 1mag111e . 

.... 
, . .... . 
. ... . .. . 

.. ·� .... : ... ... . •. 1= Ill II•• �I

: .. ,t. ;· ..•• .... 1111 •••••
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These blinkers of imagination shape 
and are shaped by the speculative build
ing industry and other vested-interest 
manipulawrs of wants, like fitted
kitchen manufacturers. Architectural 
fashion, on the other hand, is guided by 
what is individualistically new - a 
tendency intensified by architectural 
magazines. These focus on buildings as 
dramatic (and usually unpeopled) 
objects, though they're rarely experi
enced that way by the people who use 
them. Magazine foster building 
consciousness (usually with strong 
'image' characteristics) - buc this has 
nothing w do with creating places for 
people. They often have greater influence 
on architectural students than do their 
teachers, good or bad. 

Small wonder that so much architec
ture is sick! Ir can make people feel ill 
and be ill. We can measure causative 
pathogens, buc predicting consequences 
is less simple. Not everybody gees ill 
from breathing radon, formaldehyde or 
mould spores; there's only a tendency -
and even this may not show up right 
away. As for aesthetic qualities, these are 
widely dismissed as subjective, a luxury 
that can be applied later after the practi
cal problems have been solved and if we 
can afford it. I take absolutely the 
opposite view. 

In good health, I have taken my son 
to hospital clinics but, after sitting for 
hours in rectangular grid-patterned, 
vinyl-smelling, fluorescent-lie, over
heated corridors, felt only half alive. The 
brutal vandalism of buildings unfeel
ingly imposed can have the same effect. 
In some places we feel a trapped statis
tic, not a valued member of society; m 
others, buildings tower over us as 
though with menace. 

Quite a lot of the forms, spaces, 
shapes, lines, colours and relationships 
between elements around us don't 
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nourish us; indeed, many are life
sapping, dead in quality. Add to this air 
quality, electric fields, noise, and so on. 
In the absence of aesthetic nourishment, 
the emotional part of the human being 
is left to seek fulfilment by indulgence 
in desires. 

Nearly a century ago, Rudolf Steiner 
remarked that there is 'as much lying and 
crime in the world as there is lack of arc'. 
He went on w say chat if people could 
be surrounded by living architectural 
forms and spaces these tendencies would 
die our. When first I heard this I 
thought, what bourgeois nonsense! After 
all, the roots of crime are complex, socio
economic underprivilege playing a large 
part. If, however, we broaden our defini
tion to include exploitive abuse of people 
and environment, and recognize that this 
1s about tendencies not inevitable 
destinies, it's easier to see what he meant. 
Animals unvaryingly respond to environ
mental stimuli, whereas humans have the 
ability to transcend the situation. To rise 
above the level of automatic reaction 
requires, however, that we consciously 
direct our lives. None of us is perfect in 
this respect and that is why in any statis
tical sample, while some individuals 
don't, most people rend to react to 
stimuli in predictable ways. 

Mose people, myself included - but 
possibly architeccs excepted - don't 
normally look at our surroundings. We 
breathe chem in. We look at picture 
postcards or at views from viewing 
platforms, and these can be interesting. 
However, the experience only touches 
our hearts when it becomes an ambience 
we can breathe. Most of the time we 
don'r notice our surroundings and then 
they can work upon us wirhour any 
conscious resistance on our pare. As 
these surroundings are mostly built 
environment, architecture can signifi
cantly affect us. 



Because we so readily cake our 
surroundings for granted and rarely 
bring chem to full consciousness, they 
can influence us powerfully. This makes 
archicecrure a potentially dangerous tool 
to manipulate people. This isn't just 
about 'azi stadiums wich their theatri
cal mood-discorcion devices. Boutiques 
where music, textures, colours, levels and 
diagonals create 'vibrant world' mood are 
meant ro excite us; lighting and layout 
focus on goods we're free to much, co 
sharpen our desires. Satisfaction seems 
linked with purchasing. 

Even supermarkets, despite uninvit
ing shed-like interiors, use lighting, sign 
and display colours and background 
music co ubcly enhance the excitement 
of buying. Compare how many shelves 
of goods in your local supermarket are 
brightly lit with focused display lights in 
warm, bright, active colours or sparkling 
white, and how many are softly lit and 
in the blue range. 

Is there anything wrong in this? 
hopkeepers have always displayed their 

wares so we 'taste' or 'feel' them ·with 
our eyes. Is Soviet-era drabness more 
'moral'? The threshold between 
something appealing - something that 
brighten our day, but leaves us free co 
choose - and something desire-manipu
lating - subliminally pressurizing us co 
make off-balance decisions - is subtle, 
bur crucial. Mood enhancement or 
manipulation isn't only about making 
money or raking power, bur abour every 
aspect of environmental design. 
Whatever we do unavoidably affects the 
human being, the surroundings, the 
spirit of places and the wider world. Ir 
has human, social, biological and 
ecological implications. We only need to 
live briefly in a different environment to 
recognize how much our surroundings 
have formed us and our society in sensi
civitie , in values, in way of life. 

·Witli.out conscious[y fookjng at tli.ern, we
6reatli.e in our surroundings wztli. a{[ our

senses. In some pfaces, tli.e outer, 
communa{, woruf on[y ma�s us fee{ 

eJ(fi.austecf an.a unwe[[ !J.to woncfer some 
people seek, inner, pn·vate, refieJ 6y 

artificia[ stimulants. 
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Archirecture is such a powerful agent 
rhar how it is worked with matters a 
great deal. A great deal indeed! How it 
affecrs people and places, how design 
and consrrucrion can bring health rather 
than illness, is the subject of this book. 

Akhough built of matter, architecture 
need nor be dead. Ir can be life-filled. Its 
constituent elements and relationships 
can sing - and rhe human heart resonate 
with rhem. There are many ways to go 
about this bur to describe things I haven't 
personally experienced risks abstraction, 
wishful rhinking and second-hand 
opinion. \X'hile I prefer rherefore rn 
describe how I myself go about doing 
rhings, I'm anxious not ro preclude ways 
which might suit orhers better. Examples 
are, by nature, local. But rhe issues 
underlying rhe process by which rhey 
come into being are universal. Different 
people, in different locations, will need to 
evolve different solutions. 

We each of us start life differently and 
live through a completely personal 
stream of experiences. One person's style 
rherefore can never honestly suit 
another's. In chis way style is very 
personal; while many can recognize and 
perhaps appreciate it as an intellectual 
symbol for an outlook on the world, 
unless that style can be transcended 
their feelings remain untouched. 

I try nor ro have a style, buc it's easy 
ro lapse into one. What I hold as my 
inspiration is a way of looking at rhings 
ro gain insight into what rhey really are 
and do, so chat appropriate forms can 
arise. This is relevant ro all people in all 
places. My subject is the built environ
ment, my examples localized in time 
and place, bur rhe issues are equally 
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applicable in England or New England, 
in urban Tokyo or suburban ydney, the 
rownships of Sourh Africa or the forests 
of Scandinavia. Any building, any place, 
in any type of land- or rown cape, in 
any culmre, climate or country has 
effects such as I describe. Wherever it 
may be located, and however differently 
it may outwardly appear, if architecture 
is ro be health-giving it must work with 
these themes. 
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concluded chat social considerations 
have the major effect. le did, 
however, regard aesthetic issues as 
subjective and personal - a view I 
dispute. Lawson, B. (2002) Healing 
architecrure. Architectural Review, 
May. 

3 Professor Roger Ulrich, University 

of San Anronio, Texas, BBC inter
view, 2002. 

4 California Office of rhe Scace 
Architect (1976) Building Values: 
Energy Guidelines far State Buildings 
(information from Tom Bender). 
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Chapter 4 

(}3uiUing for pfanetary fiea{tfi 

lt is easy co see how much harm human 
activities do to rhe world. We read daily 
of poisoned groundwarer, radioactive 
waste, food and healrh scares, dying 
forests, dead eas and collapsing ecology 
m whole regions - all caused by indus
tr)', corporations, financiers, govern
mencs, etc. Bur this isn't just what other

people do. It is product and by-produce 
of the way we build and live - of our

choices. This sort of pollution hardly 
exi red before the industrial revolution 
and much of the worsr of ir has only 
been invenred in the lase few decades. Ir 
isn't the only way ro live and to build, 
bur it's the normal way these days. 
'formal bur nor necessary. 

We can view almosr every product as 
boughr at the price of environmental or 
human damage. Our of this attitude, 
rising ro (albeit limited) popular 

consciousness around 1970, grew the 
'restricted damage' approach to building. 
Zero-energy, ecologically autonomous 
houses and self-sufficient farming 
became a select fashion. Three decades 
larer it's easier to rake a wider overview 
and see that architecture, like any other 

arr form, can bring spiritual benefits to 
humanity and to the earth outweighing 
rhe material damage it causes. The world 
would be a poorer place withour 
Charcre Cathedral, bur it took a lot of 
stone quarrying. We can build wholly 
biodegradable buildings from earth, 
srraw and small branches, bur all build
ings which satisfy rhe performance crite
ria we expect in the developed world 
cause ecological damage to some extent. 
Even buildings char generate more 
energy rhan rhey consume do so by their 
building. Building marerials are almosr 
emirely mined from our surroundings -
even modern foresrry is mining. 
Manufacture and transport add further 
pollurion and energy cosrs. Nonetheless 
it isn't hard to reduce environmental 
cosrs to but a fracrion of today's norm. 

Buildings modify climate to keep us 
warm or cool. But rhey do this ar the 
expense of global climare. Half the CO2 

and freons we produce - the major 
drivers of climate change - is due to 
buildings: whar they' re built of, and -
particularly - how we hear, cool, light 
and use them. 1 
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Add in all the things we pm and use 
in, and near, buildings - nearly every
thing we buy - and travel between chem, 
and the figures go up. Some of these 
things, some of chis crave!, is unavoid
able, but some is a result of how build
ings are designed Rooms we can't live in 
without personalizing and softening by 
furnishing, ornaments and artwork; 
places we can't work in; places we can't 
wait to get away from. There are also 
places so bland, or ephemerally styled, 
we need to revamp them every few years. 
Zero-energy design doesn't necessarily 
mean zero-energy lifestyle. Unless places 
also feed the soul, they'll feed crave! and 
product - hence energy - demand. 

With most energy being fossil fuel 
generated, greenhouse-effect global 
warming is a direct consequence of 
profligate energy consumption. Though 
still cheap in monetary terms, energy 
has a huge price in terms of ecological 
damage, a price we've already started 
(but only started) co pay in floods, 
scorms, forest fires and famines. Though 
of a cotally different order, even renew
able energy has an environmental price. 
Hydroeleccriciry, though infinitely less 
dangerous than nuclear power, displaces 
people, kills fish, and disrupts river and 
watershed ecology. 

Buildings are the single biggest energy 
users. They use nvice as much as trans
port, three times industrial process heat. 
We all live in buildings so chis is 
something easy co do something about. 
As buildings consume five rimes as 
much energy over their lifetime than 
chey do co build, chis is both about how 
they're designed and how we live in 
chem. Soberingly, as rising expectations 
of comfort have paralleled improved 
thermal insulation, chis proportion has 
barely changed over three decades. 

In design, ic makes energy sense co 
cake account of local climate. Where I 
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Sfiape affects szze of tfie sliatfow cast. 
Sfiaaow may 6enefit car park§, 6ut not 

gartfens, park§ antf pavements. Pewer 
pfants grow in sfiatfow antf tfiey grow Cess 

we{[ In areas of permanent sfzatfow very 
Gtt[e grows at a[[ - 6eneatfi tfie fanl{. 

vegetation is 6are mwf, poor to pfay on. 
'Tne consequent fow [eTJef of soi[ [ife is 

sfower to 6reaf{. rfown orgamc refuse fikg 
6irtf rfroppings, rfog mess antf oftf [ea'Pes. 

Less pfant growtfi means Cess air deansing. 
In coo[ cfimates, sfiaaows 6ring gfoom antf 

poor fiea[tfz to cities - tfzey are a protfuct 
of size, orientation anrf sfiape of 6uiufings. 

Left: Jtigfi tfienna[ capacity to eTJen out 
tfaytime anrf nifJh.t-time, anrf roen seasona{ 

temperature TJarialions. 

<Rjgfit: Cooling aiif{ow inrfucetf 6y 6ui[tfing 
sfzape. 

Left: Wet, heavy snow sfirfes off. 

<Rjgfit: LifJfz.t, rfry snow stays on tfze roof 
for insufatwn effect. 



growing season 

gro ... ving season 
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live, wind cools more than low temper
atures. Ground-hugging buildings do 
well here. Hearing buildings means 
heating space, so rhe smaller and more 
compact che heated volume che less 
energy needed - a point even che 
energy-conscious easily forger! To 
minimize energy use - and ocher effect 
like shadow size - che first seep is ro 
chink small. Compact spatial arrange
ment doesn't necessarily mean cramped 
environment. As I will discuss, ocher 
qualities can have a greater effect than 
dimensions. 

Different climates require different 
building forms. Hor climates need 
shaded, airy spaces, like verandahs; also 
plenty of air-space - especially height -
indoors. Different humidity, tempera
ture and nighc/day variations have led ro 
different traditional cooling layouts, 
giving rise ro vernacular forms ranging 
from large ventilated roof-spaces (often 
doubling as crop-drying lofts) co high 
thermal capacity mud-brick building . 

Like globalism, virtually every 
magazine style is independent of locality 
and climate. By contrast, vernacular 
buildings were adapted co local materi
als, climate, way-of-life, culture and 
values - the body, life, soul and spirit of 
places. They meant something. Today, 
with few of these links-co-meaning 
intact, copying old forms is just plagia
rism. onecheless, before departing coo 
radically from chem, we should think 
carefully about what previous genera
tions rook for granted. If we don't, our 
buildings will depend upon large energy 
inputs for heating or cooling. 
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sorar CO[fectOrS neeL{ not 6e addetf-011 
60,tes, 6ut can 6e integra[ witfi roof design. 



We can laugh at British colonial 
administrative buildings standardized in 
design wich corrugated iron roofs and 
fireplaces even in the tropics (I'm cold 
that the fireplace was cool enough co 
stand in, elsewhere was like an oven). 
On the ocher hand, we take it for 
granted char office blocks are mechani
cally cooled and ventilated. Yet every 
building chat requires energy inputs to

provide a habitable environment achiev
able by design means is re ponsible for 
completely needless pollution. 

Many people chink first in terms of 
alternative energy gadgetry. I think of 
these lase. It's always cheaper co 
conserve than to produce energy. 

onecheless some alternative energy is 
simple to produce. The economics 
depend on your accountancy assump
tions: solar hot water can be proved 
to be a money-saver or never to pay 
for itself. As hot water accounts for 16 
per cent of the C0

1 due to UK build
ings, chis is about more than saving 
money.2 
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There' nothing complicated about 
olar water heating. I normally use rhe 

most ba ic system - hence there' the 
least to go wrong. In this, rhe heac 
ex hange Auid thermo yphon co a pre
heating cylinder. le therefore ,-.·ork 
whenever the sunlight - or ummer 
cloudlight - i warmer than cold warer. 
The problem with olar heating i of 
architectural integration: avoiding nailed 
on appendage ·! I mo tly therefore use 
aluminium fin clipped to copper piping 
to allow any shape and dimen ion. The 
size and hape ,ersacility makes it ea y 
to in orporate within almo t an} roof. 
outweighing it low efficiency. Vi ually 
sensmve building can use ptpmg 
beneath roof tile or ground-level collec
cor panels. M ' own hou e utilize a 
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Mtfzougft tfte rteeJfor pace licating is 
greatest ctlim w1figlit liours arc sliorte .t, 
tfie stm can ma� a significant 
contri611tton t>t'en uilicre it must 6e 
suppfeme11u,f 6y otlier forms of lieating. 
·11iis s;·stem (near tuttgart) uti{i.zes .itr
nrrufat1on to fteat radiant miffs and
j[cor..

ea onally inregrared ,y rem of solar 
power. back-boiler in a cooking-heating 
rove and mall-scale hydroelecrric 

power, any urplu not being used by 
appliance going inro water or spact: 
h aring. Few peopl are lud .. ·y enough to 
ha\·e their own elecrnciry from ,., ind or 
water. bur terraced hou e with neigh
bour in ulacion· easily save the 1.3 k\X 
rhac m\' generator pro"ides. 

Our world 1. solar powered. All life 
depend on the �un. Ir power. the wacer 
cycle and, rogecher with the earth' 
rotation, dri\'(� the wind. Onlr mall 
pare of rhe world are con isrcndy 
comfortable for human life. .\1o!>t are 
coo hoc. coo cold or alcernare between 
excremes, o co . urvi\·e we need hearing 
or cooling. Bur we won't survive for long 
unle we can do chis susrainabl} 
which mean u ·ing sun power in one 
form or another 

Even in cloud,· Britain, the average 
hou e gee 14 per enc of it heat from 
the un. By crude mathematic . souch 
window three nme bigger bring chi to 

./3
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ofur ccmtro( 6fintf· 011ttr comcn <.1101:.-, 

half. If onlr life wa5 o imple! Even che 
be c in ulacing glas, lose more heat than 
a well-in ulated wall. Bue chi i n't jusc a 
mace r of balancing ( av) ;x hour· 
un hine (three hour either ide of 

noon) against eighteen of hear lo s. 
Multi-layer curtain or insulated shutters 
can bring window in ulation to wall 
candards for the two-thirds of the 

winter day char i · night. Thi of cour e 
depend. on omeone - or automated 
motor beino at home co open and 
close them. Internal huccers avoid th 
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weachering, roe. \\ind-firmne and 
draughr problems of ext rnal ones; all 
they rake i. floor space co wing, . lide or 
fold into (but be,"u of crapping the 
cat!).' II in all, south windows 
equalling 30 per cenc of floor area i rhe 
olar hearing optimum in Brnain -
nam I�. chr c rimes rhe average ize! 

Even in cold climate.. ·olar hear i ·n'c 
always welcome. \'{'inter un. doubled 
by snow r flecrion, can be hot - bur 
only in the sun. A1 o unlighr fluctuate : 
one cloud and ir'. hut off. C'nle_ we 
can butler thC5e extremes, olar hearing 
is an inconvenience. And unles we can 

·Tlierma{ storage.

core 1c heat for a period of rime. ir's 
nor mu h u e. 

Buffering spaces, like conservacorie 
and glazed pa. age , dampen down the 
fluctuating extreme reaching room . o 
does rhermal corage. The gr acer a 
building' capaciry to absorb h ar, score 
ic and relea e it slow!), rhe more 
comforrable - and energy aving - ir is. 
Heavy material core heat be. r: clay, 
brick. stone, concrete, e\' n plaster. 
Thev're mo t effecrive if dark-toned and 
in full . un - orherwi e they won't get 
warmer than room air, o ,-.hile they 
ma\" buffer again ·c overheacmg, they 
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Bu1W119 am11111i a heat source: tlirs star 
chimney lieat d"i."}w11stairs amf up tairs 

rooms. mfucmg fi.eatmg neeifs to a tliirif of 
tfie a,·erage. ucli pfa1111i11g rs compficated 

6y anotfier requirement cf minimum et1erg_) 
aesrgn: the neeiffor compact space. Spatia( 
economy require centra( ci1rnGztw11 . paa.1

1citli rooms arou,u{ tliem, whereas lieat 
economy requires cent ra[ cliimne_y:!

o(ar 611Jfer ::;one: resi(ie,rce 6)' aifaptir e 
opportuntres. 

Higli .(UJn/llU SUII 

\ \ / 

:o� 
//\ 

'JfitJli .i11.f fow 
k'td 1e11ts 

£,,u· winter sun 

.... "/ 

:O_-.... ---.#

/I'

/ 

./6

c,,111 roffcJ' .::one 

f,r(uf.ite.f 6finds fn.,m 6dou. •11iis J[fows.: 
• m111-li,m.::ont.1{ u111.ti>u Ji aJ'
• liigli-fet d fltJlit .(Q m.i "im11m iffumin.itio11 for minimum lie.it li>,s
• c,,[,f air top, of 6d1111J' shutter not ,zr.-u[ate mto room
• 6611.f tt> act as sliaae II Ji1fe top t cnt ,,pen
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hardly give off warmrh when ic' needed.The fir c two ro four inches(50-100 mm) are enoucrh co ron.: aday'· hear for rhe night - or a nigh r'scoolnes for a day - buc unle s we�uheri predictable. ic's nice co have a longer-pan he-.u srore. Inter- easonal hear storage would be ideal. bur 30 years ofexperimenrs haven't yer found a cheapand reliable way co do chi .. Bccau.ccooling crcarcs conn:crion current ,\\ater is chc be r (simple) htar score. a. hear can be retrieved from 1r wholevolume. Pia tic drurns Creel rusr '.) onrhe living-room floor aren'r e,·eryone' ·ae checic prefrrence. They're moreacceprable - rhough le s efficientplastered to mak a bench or wall. Hearand 'coolrh' can also be scored in lacenrform ar low cemperacure, b} melting or conden ing ub cance like Glauber' airor sryrenc wax. uch low-remperacurerorage means le hear lose and ea ·ycharging at lower temperature . Accesfor replacement 1s a wis precamion.
'eicher weather nor che wa� we livein buildings are predictable. , Tor do wereally understand airflow, hear flow andbuilding performance. Hence, v,hile it' wise to engineer olar de. ign, ic's evenwiser nor ro rely on chi . Plenry of'adaptive opporrunmes , specially venrilacion opnon for different wind,

rain and warmth conditions, makeyscems re ilienr and adjusrable.

Si.t_ 6as1c pnncipfes for ·ofar lieatmg are:

• Excellenc in ulation.
• Large ouch window .
• Movable in u lacion for night-time.• High thermal ma . well placed.• Buffering space .
• Overheating prevention: movable

or seasonal hading, particularly inthe afternoon, and generou vennlacion.

../ 
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Utilizing solar energy:
hierarchie of efficiency

( implesr i - cheape r mo. r reliable,
re ilienc ro mi u - . easiest ro u
and maintain - hence b<.: t value)
. olar pace pas ive

} solar hot warer 
J. 

wind 
J, 

phorovoltaic ,; 

or (dep nding 
on dimar and 
location) bio
fueJ 

rt �iere coofing is au is ue, tt ater oftm 1s
as -u·eff. 'l?.P'-?fs a,uf roa,fs muft 1pfr tlie amoum ef ramwater amifa6fe to coffect -

or cause f[ooJing, if not mterccptea or
defa_}'ed!. 'TTtis California11 ur6a11 pro_1ect co�ct up to .fire times tlie scanty rain.fa([

per pfantea area. lie fea afl raifmater it1 
fiaffow open cfiannef.s to aisfu,{

aepre ·sio11. around' trees; tlie e ore,jTow to
guflies ana oi( inten:eptors, tlience to

storage cisterns . 

















Appendix B: 

Arabic Target Text: "CJ->11 <)SL..i" 
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